



A)Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

( limit - hip - operation - wheelchair) 

1. Asmaa uses a ……………………. because her legs were broken. 

2. Fatima is in hospital to have an .........................  

3. Disabilities never ……………… physically challenged dreams. 

B) Fill in the spaces with letters 

1) The handicapped move by wh_e_ch_irs.  .......... ........................ 
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Date:
………………………………………..

Word Meaning 

hip (n.)

Operation (n.)

wheelchair (n.)

limit (v.)

Physically Challenged (Adj)

Unit 1

Family 

and 

friends

Lesson 1 & 2



 

Choose the right answer in brackets: 

1- The book which you are reading is (mine/me/myself)  

2- (my/ mine/himself) horse is not so strong as (yourself/yours/you). 

3- He did the exercise all by(him/ his/himself). 

5- I saw(me/my/myself)in the mirror. 
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Grammar 



A)Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

( locate - delicious - adventure - limit ) 

1- My mother cooks the most ................ Food in the 

world. 

2- I like reading ........................stories. 

3- Maps help us to........................ places. 

B) Fill in the spaces with letters 

1- This is the most d_lic_o_s ice cream I have ever eaten. 

2- They were looking for _d_ent_re. 
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Family
 

and 

fri
ends

Unit 1

Date:……………………………………….. Lesson 3 & 4

Word Meaning 

locate (v.)

delicious ( Adj.)

adventure (n.)
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Grammar 

Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d: 
1. My ……………… car is new . She has just bought it. 

a)aunt.         b. aunts.         c. aunt’s       d. aunts’.

  2. When the …………….. boat sank, they all died. 

a. sailor.      b. sailors.      c. sailor’s      d. sailors’

3. My ........................name is Ali. He is a businessman.

a. uncle.       b. uncles.        c. uncle's       d. uncles'



Choose the correct word from a, b,c and d 
1 –  The sun is a good .............................. of  natural energy. 

a. operation                                            b. source 

c. wheelchair                                         d. adventure 

2 – In the past, people used to save their money in 

the .............................. . 

a. hips.                 b. operations             c. wheelchairs                d. attics 
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Family 

and 

friends

Date:………………………………………..

Unit 1

Lesson 5 & 6

Word Meaning 

attic (n.)

spacious (Adj.)

inuit (n.)

eco-Friendly (Adj)

temporary (Adj)

especially (Adv.)

against (Prep)

source (n.)
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Grammar 
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Grammar 

So & Neither

 Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d:
 1-l’ve got Ipad. And ………………….my sister.
 a. So does    b. so has.   c. neither does.  d. neither has.
 2- Dana doesn’t eat fish, and ……………..I.
 a. neither do.   b. do neither    c. so do    d. do so
 3- Sara isn’t a doctor, and…………………….
 a. so do I      b. so am I.        c. neither I am.     d.  neither am I.
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Unit 
1

Family
 and 

fri
ends

Date:………………………………………..
Writing

The Disabled

You have got a friend who broke his legs in a car accident. 

• Write two paragraphs ( 8 sentences ) about “The Disabled”.

The following ideas, guide words and phrases may help you:

What happened to your friend and how the handicapped live ? 

( broke – no parks – operation – support - strange way - wheelchair ) 
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Unit 1

Family 

and 

friends
Date:………………..

1- The best title for the passage is.......... 

a) A happy situation                            b) A nice cafeteria

c) An awkward situation.                    d) Some sandwiches and a 
cold drink 

2- (Us) in line (10) refers to ............... 

a) The writer and his cousin               b) The writer and the waiter

 c) The writer and the thieves.            d) The writer and his friends

 3- The word (delicious ) in line (4) means............... 

a) very hard                                       b) very pleasant to taste

c) very organised                               d) very quiet

Reading

             One day , I invited some of my friends to have a light meal and a drink . 

They accepted my invitation because all of us were hungry .We went into the first 
cafeteria on the way . Each of us had some sandwiches and a cold drink . The food 
was delicious and we enjoyed it very much . Then ,the waiter came to take the 
money .unfortunately , I found no money in my pockets . I had changed my clothes 
and forgot to take money . My face turned red . I did not know what to do . I asked 
my friends if they had money , but the money they had was not enough to pay the 
bill .The waiter became angry and wanted to take us to the police station . To our 
good luck , my cousin came in to have coffee . I took money from him to pay the 
waiter who thought us to be thieves ..

• Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:

• Read the following passage carefully, then answer 

the questions below: 

• Answer the following questions:

4- How did the writer pay the waiter ?  
........................................................................................................

 5- Why did the friends accept the invitation ? 
.........................................................................................................



Fill in the spaces with words from the list:E 

( pitch - quit - referee - score) 

1.The .................. must be fair in controlling a football match. 

2.We spent all the time playing in the sports .................... 

3. The house is very ................ Where are the children . 
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Unit 
2

Lesson 1 & 2

Word Meaning

equipment (n.)

quite (adv)

score (v.)

referee (n.)

pitch (n.) 

Sports 

and 

activities 

Date:.................
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Grammar 

?

Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d: 
 . 1. Salem______________play football
 (a) are          (b)  don`t       (c) did          (d)doesn`t         
 They  ___________________go to school on Fridays
 (a) are    (b)   don`t      (c) did                 (d)    doesn`t
 3. _________Ali  play football on Monday?
  (a) Is       (b) Do        (c) Did           (d)  Does.
 4. A policeman _____________catch good people
(a) is       (b) don`t         (c) did           (d)  doesn`t



  

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(quad bike - snorkel - javelin - waterski)  

1. Throwing the ................... Is an interesting sport? 

2. My mother bought me a ..................... for my birthday . 

3. I like ...........................in the sea so much. 

Fill in the spaces with letters: 

1. Throwing the jav_l_n is an exciting sport. 

2. You should use soft _qu_pm_nt to prevent injury. 
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Unit 2
Sports 

and 

activitie
s 

Date:............................ Lesson 3 & 4

Word Meaning 

waterski  (v.)

javelin (n.)

quad bike (n.)

snorkel (v.)



Put the verbs into the correct tense using gerund and infinitive 
He had never read much in his life and knew he was weak in this area, so he practiced 

__________(read) as much as he could. He hated ____________(write) in English 

too as his grammar was quite weak so he also planned ___________(practice) writing 

as many essays as possible. His teachers agreed__________ (check) these for him. As 

it turned out, Ali actually really enjoyed ___________(study) English. The other 

students on the course didn't hesitate ____________(help) Ali and the teachers 

always offered________ (assist) him if he was stuck. He kept up his studying for a 

number of months because he wouldn't risk_______ (sit) the exam until he was ready. 
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Grammar 



Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(nationality - rivals - numerous - excels -  initially)  

1- The birds are becoming more ................in this area 

2- She .............. everyone else in sports. 
The teams have been longtime............... 

3- She's American, but her parents are of Japanese........................ 
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Unit 2

Sports 

and 

activ
itie

s 

Date:...................... Lesson 5 & 6

Word Meaning 

nationality (n.)

para-sport (n.)

numerous (adj.)

potential (n.)

initially (adv.)

excel (v.)

rival  (n.)



Choose the right answer from a ,b ,c and d: 
1) This is my.......................car.  

a) father.             b) father's.            c) fathers'.          d) father is.       

 2) My little sister is crying, mum. Where's.....................milk bottle? 

a) she.                  b) him.                    c) her.                   d) it. 

 3) ..................... you got an extra pen, Fahed? 

a) Can                  b) Are                     c) Have.                  d) Has 

4) ..................... favourite sport is football, what about you? 

a) My                     b) Me                      c) Mine.                  d) Her 

Do as shown between brackets 

- I have got a car.                                                                 (Negative) 
 ...................................................................................................... 

We ( be ) at the supermarket now. .................                ( Correct the verb)  

......................................................................................................... 

 I leave my house at 6 o'clock every morning.                          (Question)  

......................................................................................................... 

The sun ( rise ) from the east.                                                      ( Correct the verb)  

.......................................................................................................... 

Complete the passage . Using the pronouns: she, her, his and he. 

Ali went for a walk. __________ stopped when he arrived at the café, and 

__________ looked inside. Ali took off  __________ coat, then __________ sat 

down in __________ favourite chair. Ali’s sister, Sara came in. Sara down in 

__________ favourite chair, then __________ put __________ handbag on the 

floor. 
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Revision 
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Unit 2

Sports and 

activitie
s 

Date:......................... Writing

• Write two paragraphs ( 8 sentences ) about “your 
favorite sport”.

The following guide words and phrases may help you:

( impotent - healthy - club - basketball - strong body - play )
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My favorite sport
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Sports
 

and 

activ
itie

s 

Unit 2

Date:........................... Reading



Fill in the spaces with words from a the list: 

( depend on - personally - leisure - local)  

1- The police have arrested a ..........man for the crime. 

2- I don't have much time for.................... 

3- The player was ..................criticized by his coach. 
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Date:....................

Unit 3

Lesson 1 & 2

School li
fe

Word Meaning 

canteen (n.)

local (v.)

depend on (phr. v)

leisure (n.)

Personally (adv.)
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Present continuous 

Grammar



Fill in the spaces with words from a the list: 

(  survival - facility - run ) 

1- Small businesses are fighting for.......................... 

2- He had a great .............for writing. 
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Unit 3
School li

fe Date:..................... Lesson 3 & 4

Word Meaning 

facility (n.)

post (v.)

chatroom (n.)

run (v.)

survival (adj)
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Fill in the correct 
word:

Grammar 



Fill in the spaces with words from a the list: 

(probably - registration  - recite - convenient) 

1- He can easily ................all the facts about any player on the team. 

2- The police officer asked to see my driver's license and......................... 

3- It will ..............................rain today. 

Fill in the spaces with letters: 

The book is liv_l_and well written. 
�22

Unit 3
School lif

e Date:................ Lesson 5 & 6

Word Meaning

Probably (adv.)

recite (v.)

convenient (adj)

equestrian (adj)

registration (n.)

lively (adj.)
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Unit 3

Date:..................... Writing

• Write two paragraphs ( 8 sentences ) about 
“My daily routine”.

The following guide words and phrases may 
help you: 

( get up - pray - school - assignment - watch - bed )

School lif
e

My daily routine
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Unit 3

Date:.................. Reading

• Read the following passage carefully, 

then answer the questions below: 

                 My mother spends most of her time in the kitchen and my 

sister sometimes helps her. Last Monday, my mother was frying some 

fish when she heard the door bell ring. She went to open the door and 

left my sister Amna in the kitchen. She was washing the dishes. It was 

my father who came back home from work and forgot his keys in the 

car as he usually does. When my mother returned to the kitchen, she 

found the oil in the pan burning. My sister was frightened and she was 

crying. 

             The kitchen was full of smoke. My father tried to put out the 

fire quickly. He covered the pan with a big piece of cloth, and then he 

opened all the windows because there was smoke everywhere. Luckily, 

we were all safe, but we didn’t have any fish for lunch as we always did 

1- The father usually forgot ..................... in the car.  

a- his dishes                b – his keys                c – his cloth.      d – his pan 

2- His kitchen was ................................... 

a- full of smoke           b – full of poison       c– full of fish.     d– full of dishes 

3- The oil in the pan ..................................... 

 a- was burning          b– was washing.      c – was crying       d– was boiling 

School li
fe

• Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d:

4-  How did the father try to put out the fire? 
...................................................................................................... 
5- What was Amna doing in the kitchen? 
 ......................................................................................................

• Answer the following questions:



Put the verbs into the correct tense using past 

simple or present continuous: 
Harold Black's a famous pianist. He__________(give) two 

or three concerts every week. He 

________________( travel) a lot and this week he's in New 

York. He________________(stay) at an expensive hotel. 

He's at his hotel now. He________________(have) his 

breakfast in the dining−room. He________________(drink) 

a cup of coffee and he________________(read) a 

newspaper. Harold's always very busy. 

He___________(play) the piano regularly. 

He________________( practise) for four hours every day. 

He________________( go) to bed late and he always 

________________(get up) early. But he 

sometimes________________(get) dressed too quickly, and 

this morning he________________(wear) one blue sock 

and one red one! 
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